
TEAM COMMUNICATIONS



POWERFUL ALONE. 
GAME CHANGING TOGETHER.

Whether you work in hospitality, manufacturing, transportation, or any other industrial workplace, your business relies on many disparate systems and 
technologies to get the job done – each with a unique role to play in the safety, productivity, and efficiency of your operations. Yet different devices, 
networks, and technology systems can keep business-critical information in silos. The result is limited communication and collaboration, delayed 
responses to issues, a heavier burden on your IT department, and a different vendor to manage for each solution. 

Motorola Solutions has created an end-to-end industrial communications suite to break down the walls between your disparate technologies 
and systems. Instant and reliable two-way radios unified with broadband communications. Robust video security and analytics. Dynamic incident 
management and dispatch software. Private LTE to off-load your network data burden. And services to manage it all for you. All of these solutions are 
powerful alone, but when integrated together, they are game-changing for your business.

Experience the end-to-end technology and integrations available to unify your teams, streamlining your communications, business-critical 
data, and security needs.

EXPLORE TEAM COMMUNICATIONS, THE END-TO-END INDUSTRIAL 
COMMUNICATIONS SUITE
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MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS END-TO-END INDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATIONS SUITE

UNIFIED TEAM COMMUNICATIONS

TWO-WAY 
RADIOS: 

MOTOTRBO™

COMMUNICATE 
INSTANTLY

BROADBAND 
PUSH-TO-TALK: 

WAVE™

COMMUNICATE 
ACROSS 

BOUNDARIES

DISPATCH: 
AVTEC™

MOBILIZE 
WORKGROUPS
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MANAGEMENT: 

ALLY™

CAPTURE, ACT 
AND ANALYZE

VIDEO, ANALYTICS, 
& ACCESS 
CONTROL: 
AVIGILON™

PROTECT AND 
PREVENT

PRIVATE LTE: 
NITRO™

OVERCOME WI-FI 
CHALLENGES

MANAGED 
& SUPPORT 
SERVICES

COMMUNICATE 
WITH CONFIDENCE

SEAMLESSLY CONNECTED, LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
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ON THE FRONTLINE
SAFER WORK ENVIRONMENTS BEGIN 
WITH INSTANT COMMUNICATION

The backbone of unified Team Communications is instant push-to-talk provided by the MOTOTRBO™ 
digital two-way radio platform. MOTOTRBO connects staff and equipment to provide clear, secure 
and discreet communications. Ensure industrial workers on the frontline are geared-up with a rugged 
communications device, ready to provide always available, instant, push-to-talk communications.

MOTOTRBO™ SYSTEMS

No matter how large or small your enterprise, MOTOTRBO offers a wide range of systems specifically designed for your business – for 
the days ahead and the years beyond. Your business will get the best of two-way radio with digital technology and experience increased 
capacity, enhanced features and exceptional voice quality.

MOTOTRBO™ TWO-WAY RADIOS

Whether you’re looking for an incredibly sleek, lightweight digital radio or a scalable portable that puts digital within reach, MOTOTRBO™ 
has a device to fit your needs. We have the most comprehensive portfolio of digital products and the industry’s largest collection of data 
applications.

BUILD OUT YOUR MOTORBO RADIO SOLUTION TODAY
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https://shop.motorolasolutions.com/wave-on-cloud/category/WaveOnCloud


OFF THE JOBSITE
COMMUNICATE WITHOUT BOUNDARIES: NO MATTER 
WHERE THE BUSINESS TAKES YOU

Ensure you’re always connected with your team, no matter where the job may take you. The 
WAVE™ Push-to-Talk Mobile App is a subscription-based communication service that is ready to 
instantly connect your team across different devices, networks, and locations. The WAVE Two-way 
Radio TLK 100 is a dependable and rugged two-way radio that operates on LTE. Whether you’re on 
the frontlines, at the corporate office, or across the country, get the speed and simplicity of instant 
and unified push-to-talk communication with the ability to communicate nationwide.*

WAVE PUSH-TO-TALK: 

Bring your own device and experience instant push-to-talk from anywhere. Install WAVE today on a standard Android or iOS device and 
connect via your carrier or WiFi network. You’ll be unifying your team’s communications in no time.

WAVE TWO-WAY RADIO TLK 100

Combine the broad coverage of a nationwide cellular network with the ease of two-way radio communications. Manage talkgroups and 
subscriptions in real time. Increase coverage, connections and productivity without expanding infrastructure.

*Coverage may vary, US only

SHOP ALL WAVE SOLUTIONS TODAY AND SAVE
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AT DISPATCH
SEAMLESSLY MOBILIZE YOUR WORKFORCE

Dispatch solutions are ready to help your team manage day-to-day activities more efficiently. 
The scalability of Avtec Scout makes it an ideal solution for businesses of all sizes. Avtec 
Scout eliminates the need for time-consuming task assignment and tracking. It gives your team 
the ability to create tasks, assign them to employees, and track their completion status in real-
time. As a crucial piece of our end-to-end unified team communications solution, seamlessly 
integrate Scout with two-way radios solutions, broadband push-to-talk systems, and telephony 
technologies already in use.
Avtec Scout™ Enterprise consoles Discover the official dispatch solution for MOTOTRBO radio systems. Instantly connect 
to MOTOTRBO systems through either a wireline or wireless connection. Whether simple, highly complex, or somewhere in 
between, the Scout™ Dispatch solutions are customizable, scalable, proven, and reliable software-based IP communications for 
business-critical environments.

SEAMLESSLY MOBILIZE WITH AVTEC
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https://www.avtecinc.com/industries/business


DURING AN INCIDENT
CAPTURE, ACT AND ANALYZE IN REAL-TIME

Whether you work in the Manufacturing, Transportation, Logistics, or in the Hospitality industry, your 
team can be subject to working in dangerous environments. With Ally give your team the ability to 
seamlessly document your incidents. But don’t stop there, with incident management software your 
team can store all reports in a centralized database, and even create and access data from a mobile 
device, providing a much more proactive approach to security - available all within one end-to-end 
unified team communications ecosystem. 
Ally is a single and intuitive dispatch and incident management platform designed to capture incident information in real time 
across multiple devices, analyze incident trends using easy, built-in reports, and act on improved insights for more proactive security 
planning.

MANAGE YOUR INCIDENTS WITH ALLY
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https://www.motorolasolutions.com/en_us/products/security-operations.html


IN AND AROUND THE PERIMETER
VIDEO SECURITY AND ACCESS CONTROL SOLUTIONS

For all businesses, video security is imperative when it comes to protecting your valuable assets, 
preventing theft, and increasing worker safety. When combined with powerful analytics, enterprises 
can search footage quickly and detect unusual activity in high-risk areas like a parking lot. Seamlessly 
integrate Access Control within your unified communications ecosystem and better secure your 
perimeter, receive alerts when restricted areas are accessed, and enforce permission within specific 
areas of the facility.

Avigilon Video Security and Access Control High-definition cameras give you unparalleled image detail, allowing your team  to 
see incidents as they happen, minimizing response times and protecting your most valuable assets. Avigilon seamlessly integrates with 
existing security infrastructure. Analytics - Avigilon Unusual Motion Detection (UMD) brings a new level of automation to security, 
revealing events by continuously learning what typical activity in a scene looks like, and then detecting and flagging unusual motion. 
Access Control Manager protects people, property, and assets by allowing you to control access points virtually from anywhere.

SECURE YOUR BUSINESS WITH AVIGILON

Radio Alert enables your teams to receive and acknowledge Avigilon Video Security and Access Control intelligence all from their 
MOTOTRBO radios. With Radio Alert, alerts of activity happening in real-time on your site can be dispatched directly to two-way radios 
via text message or text-to-voice alerts. Now your security personnel can be instantly in the know - all without monitoring activity on a 
desktop screen.
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WHEN THE UNPREDICTABLE HAPPENS
COMMUNICATE WITH CONFIDENCE

As your end-to-end communications platform advances, so can the complexity of your devices and 
networks. Supporting your unified communications from end-to-end doesn’t have to be a burden. With 
Managed and Support Services from Motorola Solutions, you can rely on the experts in voice and data 
communications to manage this complexity for you. When you don’t have to focus on the management 
of your communications platform you are free to always remain focused on the needs and growth of 
your business.

INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

Minimize service disruptions and ensure the continuity of your communications network. Get access to technical support when and where 
you need it, so you can maintain and restore your system whenever an unexpected event or outage occurs.

DEVICE SERVICES

Ensure peak performance of your radios with software updates, premium features and hardware repair services. Rely on the two-way 
radio experts at Motorola Solutions to monitor and update your devices, all while providing improved response and continuity.

ACHIEVE PEACE OF MIND WITH MANAGED SERVICES
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https://www.motorolasolutions.com/en_us/managed-support-services.html


ACROSS YOUR LARGEST CAMPUSES
BOOST YOUR NETWORK WITH CITIZENS BROADBAND     
RADIO SERVICE (CBRS)

No matter the size of your business or the type of environment you work in, chances are WIFI has 
become an invaluable tool for your business-critical operations. But as the number of devices, 
applications, and users continues to grow with your business, the weakness and limitations of your 
WIFI network are becoming more exposed. Now you can integrate Citizens Broadband Radio Service 
(CBRS) within your single end-to-end team communications ecosystem. WIFI may not have been built to 
support the influx of data your team needs to get the job done, but CBRS was.

NITRO

Experience a first with Nitro, the first fully-managed CBRS platform that combines private broadband data with business-critical voice. 
With twice the capacity and up to four times the range of Wi-Fi, Nitro gives your unified team communications ecosystem a mighty boost 
and lets you do more with less.

BOOST YOUR NETWORK WITH NITRO
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https://namrinfo.motorolasolutions.com/nitro-network-booster


TEAM COMMUNICATIONS CONNECTS YOUR 
BUSINESS-CRITICAL LIFELINE: 
MORE THAN EVER BEFORE
Team communications is the only end-to-end industrial communications suite built with your business-critical needs in mind. When 
your business is powered by a technology ecosystem that unifies voice, video, data, and analytics, you’ll be able to push your business’s 
productivity and safety beyond where it has ever been before.

As our world continues to become more data driven, ensure with Team Communications from Motorola Solutions that this flood of data is 
unified and made accessible to those workers who truly need it. Every individual piece of our unified team communications ecosystem is 
powerful, from land mobile radio, to broadband push-to-talk, to video. But when you allow each piece to work together as one, end-to-end 
communications ecosystem, you’ve truly changed the game for your business.

Learn more about ways to change the game with unified team communications at:
 www.motorolasolutions.com/teamcommunications 
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